ABSTRACT
Graphical visualization of features in protein sequences and structures is essential towards a thorough understanding and analysis of biological complexities. We have developed a web-based viewer, XdomView, to visualize protein domains in structures from the Protein Databank (PDB Berman et al., 2001) . For proteins with structural data, XdomView provides intron positions derived from the ExInt database (Sakharkar et al., 2002) in homologous eukaryotic protein sequences.
XdomView primarily maps domain definitions from five structure classification databases-SCOP, CATH and DALI (Hadley and Jones, 1999) , 3DEE (Siddiqui et al., 2001) and MMDB (Wang et al., 2000) , to the tertiary structure. For a given PDB chain sequence, XdomView also maps the intron positions and phase, obtained by dynamically running gapped BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) against the ExInt database, and the exonic regions in eukaryotic homologues to the protein 3D structure. This visualization focuses on the structural backbone, displayed by Chime plug-in (freely available from http://www. mdlchime.com). XdomView data is updated monthly.
XdomView accepts the PDB accession code (for a protein structure with defined domains), the chain identifier and the BLAST e-value cutoff (default: 1e−10) for ExInt searches. The output is displayed in five sub- * To whom correspondence should be addressed. windows ( Figure 1 ). The PDB Code Viewer (1A) displays only protein chains with defined domains. The protein structure is displayed in the Structure Viewer (1B). The Domain Viewer (1C) maps domains (uniquely colored) from the structure classification databases. Selecting any segment (domain or fragment) in this viewer dynamically highlights the corresponding 3D region in the Structure Viewer. Exonic arrangement within each homologue in the BLAST output is mapped in the Intron Position Viewer (1D), detailing intron position and phase. Selecting an exonic region here colors the corresponding protein 3D structural segment. The BLAST Gap Viewer (1E) displays gaps (insertions/deletions) in the BLAST alignment, available in text format in a pop-up window. Additionally, the XdomView tutorial contains detailed step-wise instructions for its efficient use.
XdomView is a PERL application, running on a UNIX server (IRIX 6.5, Apache version 1.3), requiring a Chimecompatible web browser client.
APPLICATIONS
Domains serve as fold recognition templates for modeling and as determinants of functional and structural units of multi-domain proteins. A systematic study of domain definition variability is essential for the functional assignment of genomic sequences via structure prediction. XdomView offers a graphical interface to analyze these variations and to examine the correlation, if any, between structural units of the protein and intron positions in the genomic sequence. As an example, XdomView is linked to the 407 non-redundant proteins, identified as ancient and non-ancient conserved regions (Fedorov et al., 2001) . Furthermore, XdomView indicates variations in intron position/phase in homologous eukaryotic proteins, such as intron sliding/insertion. Thus, XdomView integrates numerical information from different databases (six structural, one genomic) using a visual platform for gene/protein evolution and structure modeling and classification. Future developments include generating intron-exon information in-house and a downloadable version for local implementation. 
